Senator Emails

- AK Sen. Sullivan (Scott Leathard, Legislative Assistant)
- AK Sen. Murkowski (Anne McInerney, Senior Policy Counsel)
- AL Sen. Shelby (Brennan Johnson, Legislative Assistant)
- AL Sen. Jones (Sarah Kate Sullivan, Projects Director)
- AR Sen. Boozman (Joe Brown, Legislative Assistant)
- AR Sen. Cotton (Vu Ritchie, Counsel)
- AZ Sen. McSally (Pace McMullan, Legislative Director)
- AZ Sen. Sinema (Daniel Winkler, Economic Development Aide)
- CA Sen. Harris (Ike Irby, Policy Adviser)
- CA Sen. Feinstein (Rishi Sahgal, Legislative Assistant/Climate-Change Adviser)
- CO Sen. Gardner (Kelsey Foy, Legislative Assistant)
- CO Sen. Bennet (Grishma Pradhan, Legislative Counsel)
- CT Sen. Murphy (Mike Bednarczyk, Legislative Assistant)
- CT Sen. Blumenthal (Thomas Story, Legislative Assistant)
- DE Sen. Carper (Jan Beukelman, Legislative Director)
- DE Sen. Coons (Chris Young, Legislative Aide)
- FL Sen. Rubio (Lauren Reamy, Legislative Director)
- FL Sen. Scott (Collin Lomagistro, Senior Policy Adviser)
- GA Sen. Loeffler (Jack Overstreet, Legislative Assistant)
- GA Sen. Perdue (Andrew Pantino, Legislative Assistant)
- HI Sen. Hirono (Joe McGarvey, Senior Policy Adviser)
- HI Sen. Schatz (Trey Reffett, Senior Adviser, Housing and Infrastructure)
- IA Sen. Ernst (Michael Farr, Policy Adviser)
- IA Sen. Grassley (Sherry Kuntz, Legislative Assistant)
- ID Sen. Risch (Charles Adams, Legislative Director)
- ID Sen. Crapo (Kristen Siegele, Legislative Assistant)
- IL Sen. Duckworth (Mark Copeland, Senior Policy Adviser)
- IL Sen. Durbin (Kevin Lefeber, Legislative Assistant)
- IN Sen. Braun (Payne Griffin, Legislative Assistant)
- IN Sen. Young (Lauren O'Brien, Legislative Director)
- KS Sen. Moran (Tom Bush, Legislative Director)
- KS Sen. Roberts (John Stout, Legislative Assistant)
- KY Sen. Paul (John Maniscalco, Counsel)
- KY Sen. McConnell (Phil Maxson, Chief of Staff)
- LA Sen. Kennedy (Bubba Gesser, Chief Counsel/Projects Director)
- LA Sen. Cassidy (Blake Schindler, Policy Adviser)
- MA Sen. Warren (Bruno Freitas, Deputy Chief of Staff, Economic Development)
- MA Sen. Markey (Joey Wender, Senior Policy Adviser)
- MD Sen. Cardin (Shannon Frede, Legislative Assistant)
- MD Sen. Van Hollen (Deborah Haynie, Appropriations Policy Adviser)
- ME Sen. King (Nathan Paxton, Legislative Assistant)
- MI Sen. Peters (Tristan Brown, Legislative Counsel)
- MI Sen. Stabenow (Lot Kwarteng, Legislative Assistant)
- MN Sen. Klobuchar (April Jones, Counsel)
- MN Sen. Smith (Gohar Sedighi, Legislative Director)
- MO Sen. Blunt (Andy Lock, Legislative Assistant)
- MO Sen. Hawley (Josh MacGregor, Legislative Assistant)
- MS Sen. Wicker (Chloe Cantor, Legislative Assistant)
- MS Sen. Hyde-Smith (Lindsay Linhares, Senior Policy Adviser)
- MT Sen. Tester (Valerie McMakin, Legislative Aide)
- MT Sen. Daines (Corey Sellers, Legislative Assistant)
- NC Sen. Tillis (Sam Lupas, Legislative Correspondent)
- NC Sen. Burr (John McDonald, Senior Legislative Assistant)
- ND Sen. Cramer (Micah Chambers, Legislative Director)
- ND Sen. Hoeven (Tyler Hardy, Deputy Legislative Director)
- NE Sen. Sasse (Patrick Lehman, Legislative Director)
- NE Sen. Fischer (Paul Wasik, Legislative Assistant)
- NH Sen. Shaheen (Kate Hill, Legislative Assistant)
- NH Sen. Hassan (Nick Malatesta, Legislative Aide)
- NJ Sen. Booker (Matt Thomson, Legislative Assistant)
- NJ Sen. Menendez (Rebecca Schatz, Legislative Director)
- NM Sen. Udall (Jeff Lopez, Senior Policy Adviser)
- NM Sen. Heinrich (Dominic Saavedra, Legislative Assistant)
- NV Sen. Rosen (Alex De Bianchi, Senior Legislative Assistant)
- NV Sen. Cortez Masto (Trevor Dean, Senior Policy Adviser)
- NY Sen. Gillibrand (Jordan Baugh, Senior Policy Adviser)
- NY Sen. Schumer (Meghan Taira, Legislative Director)
- OH Sen. Brown (Leah Hill, Senior Policy Adviser)
- OH Sen. Portman (Sam Mulopulos, Legislative Assistant)
- OK Sen. Inhofe (Dan Hillenbrand, Policy Adviser)
- OK Sen. Lankford (Valerie Manak, Energy Policy Adviser)
- OR Sen. Merkley (Logan Hollers, Legislative Assistant)
- OR Sen. Wyden (Isaiah Akin, Legislative Director)
- PA Sen. Casey (Jack Groarke, Economic Development Director)
- PA Sen. Toomey (Brad Grantz, Legislative Director)
- RI Sen. Whitehouse (Aaron Goldner, Senior Adviser, Energy and Transportation Policy)
- RI Sen. Reed (Steve Keenan, Senior Policy Adviser)
- SC Sen. Graham (Scott Graber, Legislative Assistant/Counsel)
- SC Sen. Scott (Lila Nieves-Lee, Legislative Assistant)
- SD Sen. Thune (Chance Costello, Legislative Assistant)
- SD Sen. Rounds (Logan Penfield, Legislative Assistant)
- TN Sen. Alexander (Anna Newton, Legislative Assistant)
• TN Sen. Blackburn (Sean Farrell, Legislative Director)
• TX Sen. Cruz (Jonathan Iwaskiw, Legislative Correspondent)
• TX Sen. Cornyn (Jacob Smith, Legislative Assistant)
• UT Sen. Romney (Alex Vargo, Legislative Assistant)
• UT Sen. Lee (Joel Wellum, Legislative Counsel)
• VA Sen. Warner (Stephanie Doherty, Legislative Counsel)
• VA Sen. Kaine (Evan McWalters, Legislative Assistant)
• VT Sen. Leahy (Erica Chabot, Legislative Director)
• VT Sen. Sanders (Lori Kearns, Legislative Director)
• WA Sen. Murray (Zach Mallove, Senior Policy Adviser)
• WA Sen. Cantwell (David Marten, Legislative Assistant)
• WI Sen. Johnson (Carol Fowler, Legislative Assistant)
• WI Sen. Baldwin (Meghan Ladwig, Senior Policy Adviser)
• WV Sen. Capito (Victoria Flood, Senior Policy Adviser)
• WV Sen. Manchin (Seth Gainer, Legislative Assistant)
• WY Sen. Enzi (Jared Soncrant, Legislative Assistant)
• WY Sen. Barrasso (Charles Ziegler, Legislative Assistant)